
Walking and Running 
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You are walking along, going to an appointment, when 
you realize that you a n  rather late. You walk faster, and 
then faster still. You may double your speed, but your 
pattern of movement remains the pattern we call walk- 
ing. Then, suddenly, you break into a run, an  obviously 
different pattern of movement. Why did you do that? 
Why use one technique of movement at low speeds, and 
a dramatically different technique at high speeds? The 
change is made at a very predictable speed-about 2.5 
meters per second (6 miles per hour) for normal-sized 
adults. This paper will examine why this is so by ana- 
lyzing the two patterns of movement. 

As Figure-1 shows, walking involves each foot 
being on the ground for slightly more than half the time, 
so  that there are stages, for example staged, when both 
are on the ground simultaneously. While a foot is on the 
ground, its leg remains fairly straight; therefore, the 
trunk is highest when the Ieg is vertical. This occurs at 
stage 6, when the trunk is passing over the supporting 
foot. The trunk is lowest at stage d, when both feet are 
on the ground. 

Figure 2 shows running, during which each foot is 
on the ground for less than half the time, so that there 
are stages, such as stage d, when both are off the ground. 
The person is traveling in a series of leaps and must 
therefore be highest in mid leap, at stage d. His sup- 
porting Ieg is bent at stage b, as the trunk passes over the 
supporting foot. The trunk is lowest at this stage. 

A simple model , 

We will make a first attempt at explaining why people 
walk only at fairly low speeds, by formulating the simple 
mathematical model illustrated in Figure 3. This math- 
ematical man sets one foot down at the instant he lifts 
the other. While each foot is on the ground, he keeps its 
leg rigidly straight, so that his hip joint rnovesalong an 
arc of a circle centered'on the foot. His legs are suffi- 
ciently light, compared to his trunk, foptheir mass to be 
ignored. Thus his center of mass occupies a fixed posi- 
tion in his trunk and moves along arcs of the same radius 
as the path of the hip joint.This radius is the length I of 
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Legs and leg movements are subtly 
adapted to mblimize the energy costs oj 
locomotion 

the leg. The man's walking speed is v .  . 
Here we need a standard formula from mechan 

A point moving with speed v along an arc of a circlc 
radius I has an acceleration v211 toward the center of r 
circle. Thus the center of mass of the mathematical rr 
has an acceleration v211 toward the supporting foot. 
stage b in Figure 3 this acceleration is vertically dow 
ward. Since the man cannot pull himself down but c 
only fall under gravity, his downward acceleratl 
v2/1 cannot exceed the acceleration of free fall, g, that 

r.23 , which by algebraic transformation gives 

Thus the mathemat~cal man cannot walk faster tt a. On earth, g is about 10 m/sec2, and leg lengt 
(from the hip joint to the ground) b typically 0.9 m . 
an  adult; therefore, the maximum walking speed t 
about d m  = 3 misec. This is only a little fas 
than the approximately 2.9 m/sec at which real ad 
people break into a run. Children have shorter legs th 
adults, and the theory correctly predicts that thcy w 
have to begin running at lower speeds: small childr 
often have to run to keep up with walking parents. T 
theory also seems to explain why accident victi: 
sometimes find that they can move faster than they t 
pected on crutches: a man on crutches moves in arcs 
about 1.4 m instead of the usual 0.9 m for walking. 

The simple theory thus is reasonably successful 
predicting the speeds at which people break intoa rr. 
However, there is one observation that seems ve 
damaging to the theory, Athletes in walking races t ra~  
at 4 mlsec, well above the theoretical maximum a: 
mlsec. The racing walk IS unquestionably a style 
walking, by our definition: there is a stage when bo 
feet are on the ground, and each Leg 1s Lept fairly s:rqip 
while its foot IS on the ground. 

The trick that makes high walking speeds possil . 

is done with the back, as is illustrated by the racewalk 
rn Figure 4. At stage a (the equivalent of stage n in F 
3) she keeps the back stra~ght, as ~t would be in an orc 
nary walking g a t .  But at stage b she bcnds lhdmqr  p' 
al  the back, sticking the pelvis out (se$,,,n 1973F 11 
lowers the body's center ol mass rela ' e to the hip joi 
of the supporting leg. Thus the center of mass no long 
moves in arcs of radius 1 (as in Fig. 3) but in arcs of larg 
radius, rising and falling less, and higher speeds ;I,  
possrble. 

The raring walk shows that the speed ljmrt sua .  
gested by the equation 1s not an absolute limit fcr re 
people. it would be an absolute iimit only if-poc;lle D 
h-ved z ;  the slmpie model assumed. ' 
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Figurc I. Four succc#ive stages of a walking stride illustrate the the fool on the ground m d  demonstrate that walking involves 
dynarnin of Ihe forces involved in walking, which entails both alternate bnkingtstage a) and acceleration Ir m d  dl in every 
feet being on the ground simultaneously for part of the stride stride, an inherent inefficiency that increases as walking speeds 
(stage d). The arrows show the dinctiona of the forces exerted by . Increase. 

Energy costs 

We move now from the relatively simple question 
"What is possible?" to the more sophisticated question 
"What is best?" We will test the plausible hypothesis that 
people adjust their gaits so as to keep energy costs as low 
as mssible. 

It would be difficult to measure energy costs of 
various gaits directly, but it is relatively easy to measure 
oxygen uptake and carbon-dioxide production. From 
these the energy costs of walking and slow running can 
be calculated, since it can be safely assumed that at these 
speeds all energy is being released by oxidizing food- 
stuffs. The energy cost of sprinting is much more diffi- 
cult to estimate because a sprinter builds up an oxygen 
debt (Margaria 1976). 

Figure 5 compares the power required for walking, 
running, and cycling, as calculated from analyses of the 
gases breathed out during these activities. Notice that 

the graphs for walking and running intersect. A runner 
traveling slower than 2.3 mlsec uses more power than 
a walker at the same speed. A walker traveling faster 
than 2.3 mlsec would use more power than a runner at 
the same speed. People normally make the change from 
walking to running at about the right speed to ensure 
that they use the cheaper gait for each particular 
speed. 

Hoyt and Taylor (1981) made similar studies of 
horses, which walk at low speeds, trot at intermediate 
speeds, and gallop at high speeds. They trained small 
ponies to run on a conveyor belt in a laboratory and to 
use different gaits on command, so that they could be 
made to trot, for example, at speeds at which they would 
normally walk. They found that at speeds up to 1.5 mlsec 
walking required less power than trotting or galloping, 
that trotting was cheapest between 1.5 and 4.5 mlsec, 
and that galloping was cheapest at higher speeds. When 
allowed to choose their gaits, the horses used the 

0 b + d 

Figure Z Running drfftm from walking primarily in that it . lost energy In running is  stored belwccn stages r and b i n  the 
entails both feet being off the ground simultmeouslg for part of farm of elas~icstrain in the tc:.dons, and a then released between 
1he stride (stage d. The force arrows indicate that braking and stages b and d. 
acceleration occur as in walking. However, much of the otherwise 
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cheapest gait at each particular speed. 
S u p p  now that some- uranktamel at X S  

m/sec. According to the graph in Figure 5, if he moves 
steadily at that speed in either a fast walk or a slow run, 
he will use 690 watts. However, he could travel the same 
distance in the same totat time by walking more slowly 
for part of the distance and running faster for the rest. 
He might, for example, walk for a while at 1 mlsec and 
run for a while at 4 m/sec; in this case, if his mean speed 
was 2.3 mlsec, his mean power consumption wouid be 
only 630 watts. People often walk and run alternately, 
rather than use a steady fast walk or a steady slow run. 
This does not seem to have been investigated systemat- 
ically; however, Hoyt and Taylor (1981) showed that 
horses avoid the awkward, inefficient speeds at the 
borderlines between the preferred speeds for walking, 
trotting, and galloping. 

Only a small fraction of the total power required for 
walking and running is needed to overcome friction in 
the joints and air resistance, because the joints are well 
lubricated, and because air resistance is negligible at low 
walking speeds (in still air) and rises to only about 13% 
of the total power requirement for fast sprinting (Pugh 
1971). And yet, as Figure 5 shows, movement on legs 
expends much more energy than xiovement on wheels: 
a cyclist, despite having to move his bicycle as well as his 
own body, uses less than half as much power as a runner 
at the same speed. Why is motion on legs so expen- 
&,p-- -------------- 

- 

Figurr 3. Walkin6 involves m alternate raising rad Ibwcriagof 
the body'r mur by r a  amount depending on the length al the 
legs, I. Tbe *peed at whlcb a penon can walk has an upper limit 
laqely b c c a w  the downward acceleration of the body'a mru 
from ita highest point la the mtride (*tap bt curnot c a d  tbc 
acnlcratloa of yrvlty. 

Compared to cycling, walking and nmning expend 
so much energy primarily because the mechanical en- 
ergy of the body fluctuates in every stride. As an analo- 
gy, suppose that instead of driving your car steadily you 
pressed alternately on the accelerator and the brake. You 
would give your car kinetic energy whenever you ac- 
celerated, and discard it again as heat when you braked. 
You would waste energy and use more fuel than neces- 
sary. Similarly, energy (both kinetic and potent~al) is 
alternately given to the body and discarded in walking 
and running. 

To understand how these energy fluctuations 
-happen, w ~ t e w m i r r p  r ) r e t ~ f - ~ e X e X e a ~  ihe7X. 
These forces can be recorded by means of force-sensitive 
panels set into the floor; electrical outputs from these 
force plates can signal the three components, one vertical 
and two horizontal, of any force that acts on the plate, 
and can also indicate the coordinates of the point of a p  
plication of the force. 

The arrows representing forces in Figures 1 and 2 
are based on force records made when people walked 
over force plates. Notice that the forces are generally not 
vertical. When a foot is first set down, it exerts a forward 
component of force, tending to decelerate the body. 
Later it exerts a backward component, tending to accel- 
erate the body. Thus walking involves alternate braking 
and accelerating. 

At the same time, as we have seen, walking also 
involves plternate rising and falling. The body is highest 
when moving most slowly (stage b in  Fig. 1) and lowest 
when moving fastest (stage d); therefore, potential en- 
ergy is highest when kinetic energy is lowest, and vice 
versa, as in a swinging pendulum. The fluctuations of 
total mechanical energy are thus kept fairly small, and 
the energy cost of walking a less than it might otherwise 
be (Margaria 1976). 

Force patterns * 

'Po see how the energy fluctuations are regulated, we 
have to examine the patterns of force exerted on the 
ground (Alexander and Jayes 1980). Only the vertical 
components of force will be examined in detail; these are 
shown plotted against time in Figure 6. The horizontal 
components are adjusted by muscle action to keep the 
resultant force always approximately in line with the 
hip, so any particular pattern of vertical components 
implies a corresponding pattern of horizontal ones. 

Figure 4. The racing walk differs fundamentally from an ordinary 
walking gait not at stage a, when the body's center of mars is at 
its lowest point, but at s t a y  b. when the ccnlrr of m a  ir at i t s  
highest point but is kept lower thqn in ordinary walking by the 
bending of the lower back and the tilting of the hips. Thus. 
because ?he fluctuation in the height of the center of mass i s  
minialzcd, Eigher speeds than are possible in ordinary walking 
can be athieved;as Figure 3 shows, it is largely this fluctuation 
that l imils wrlkingspeed.(Photograph by H. Horley.) 



~ i ~ u r r  S. The power mquircmentr for walking, running, ml 
cycl ing by an adult man m plotted hen a y i n s t  speed. The 
g-aphs for walk ins and runn inb  which are far less economical 
means o f  locomolion lhm cyc l ing  i n t c m r l  at about 2.3 m l s e c  
walk ing is m o m  efficient t h m  running below this sped, runn ing 
i# more eff icient above it. The data were ~ ~ l ~ ~ l a l d  f rom 
measurrmtn(r of  oxy len coarumption and rarbon-dioxide 
production. (Data f rom M a w r i a  1976 and Push 1974.) 

The force record for slow walking shows the verti- 
ai component of force rising rapidly after the foot is set 
down, and falling rapidly before the foot is lifted; but 
for most of the period of contact with the ground this 
force maintains a fairly constant plateau level. At rnod- 
erate walking speeds tkie force record shows two humps 
instead of a plateau, and the two humps become more 
accentuated as speed incfeases further. 

At the onset of running (bottom graph) two abrupt 
changes can be seen in the force record. First, both feet 
are off the ground si ultaneously for part of the stride. 
Second, there is an a 2 rupt change from a two-humped 
to an essentially sin&-humped force pattern (with a 
small subsidiary hump when the foot strikes the ground 
and is decelerated suddenly). - - These patterns ofiforce used in walking and run- 
ning can bedescribed quite accurately by means of two 
parametezs, B and q, for which values are given in Figure 
6. The duty factor fl  is the fraction of the duration of the 
stride for which each foot is on the ground; it is more 
than 0.5 for walking and less than 0.5 for running. The 
shape factor q describes the shape of the force record (it 
is one of the coefficients of a Fourier series that describes 
the record); q, which would be zero for a force record 
shaped like a half-cycle of a sine curve, is negative for 
bell-shaped records, which are produced by running, 
and is positive for two-humped records, which are pro- 
duced by walking. As walking speed increases, q in- 
creases gradually; it switches abruptly to a negative value 
at the transition to running. 

The different values of B and q can be explained 
with the help of a mathematical model that calculates the 
work done per cycle of walking or running at a given 
speed for dl possible combinations of f i  and 9 (Alexander 
f980). A legpressing on the ground, exerting a force 
parallel to its length, does work whenever it extends, 
increasing the distance from the sole of the foot to the 
hip joint. The leg degrades mechanical energy to heat 
whenever it shortens, bringing the hip joint nearer to 
the sole. In a cycle of steady walking on level ground, 
if friction can be ignored, the work done and the heat 
dissipated are equal. 

Figure 7 shows values calculated from the mathe- 
matical model for two different speeds. The work're- 
quirernent for a moderate walking speed is least for 8 = 

Figure 4. The vcr t icd  components of forces exerted b y  the feet of 
a man are plotted against t ime for  slow, moderate, and f a t  
wmlkln mpwdr (hp J 1 mnd ier runnlnfi f(roftoma&k P" dark-coqored llnes des gnatc the fo rca  exerted b y  one foot, l ight-  
colored lid- the other. f i e  force pr t l r rn  in each graph is 
tharacterized by a duty  frctorfl. which is that fraclion cfi the 
duration o f  a ?ride during which each fool is on the ground, and 
by a shape fattor Q, which describes how much the shape of the 
curve deviates f rom a half-cycle of a sinecurve, whose q would 
be zero. (From Alexander 1982.1 
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0.65 and q 0.3, values close to the ones that people are 
observed to use. The graph for the higher speed shows 
the work requirement to be least for the lowest possible 
values of 6 and q-that is, for running. Similar graphs 
for other speeds show that to minimize work require- 
m t n b  at low speeds /.?should be fairly large and q should 
have a small positive value. As speed increases, q should 
increase gradually for optimum efficiency until a critical 
speed is reached, at which point a catastrophe-in the 
mathematical sense-occurs, and the optimum shifts 
suddenly to the lowest possible values of B and q. 

The model says that to minimize energy costs, 
people should adjust their force patterns to suit their 
speeds very much as Figure 6 shows they do. There is, 
however, an important discrepancy between the pre- 
dicted and the observed behavior. the model predicts too 
high a speed for the transition from walking to running. 
This seems to be because it ignores the effects of elasticity 
in tendon and muscle, which are capable of saving en- 
ergy in mnning (as will be shown) though not in fast 
xdw -- - - -- - ------- 

The relation between walking speed and the opti- 
mum value of the shape factor q can be explained as 
follows. At the stage of a walking stride when both feet 

f i ~ u r e  7. The calculated power requirements at two given spctds 
are plotted for a range of tombinationr of the duty factor Band 
the s h a p  factor q. At 1.8 mluc  (top) the (Ireateat economy ir 
achieved with @ having a value 01 0.65 and with q having r value 
of 0.3,indicrling that waiking is most efficient at this speed, 
since running would produce a negative 9. At 5.1 m l u c ,  the 
greatest economy is achieved with the lowest values of 6 and q, 
indicating a running gait. (After Alexander 1980,) 
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are on the ground, the trunk is lowest and must have a 
upward acceleration; the total vertical force exerted o 
the ground by the two feet must therefore exceed bod 
weight. However, at the stage when the trunk passe 
over the supporting foot, the trunk is highest and mu! 
have a downward acceleration, so the force on the foc 
must be less than body weight. Thus the vertical forc 
on the ground must fluctuate in the course of a stride. I. 
fast walking the stride frequency is increased, and large 
accelerations are therefore needed to maintain the sam 
amplitude of vertical movement. Larger fluctuations o 
the force on the ground are needed, and they a n  ob 
tained by increasing 9. 

This mathematical model ignores the masses of tht 
legs and consequently any work required to accelerate 
them in the course of the stride. However, a comple 
mentary model by Mochon and McMahon (1980) take: 
into account the masses of the legs, although it ignore* 
the pattern of force exerted on the ground. Their mode: 
shows that the legs behavq liknj- 
------- 

can be swung forward effortlessly, provided that the 
time available for the swing lies between certain l~mits 
it shows that the gaits people use have forward-swing 
times within these limits. This model is consistent 
with electromyographic obsewations, which show very 
little activity in the leg muscles during the forward 
swing. 

Elastic mechanisms 
Human running uses much less energy than might be 
expected. Between stages a and b of a running stride (Fig. 
2). the body's center of mass is slowing down and falling; 
the body is losing kinetic energy and gravitational po- 
tential energy. The total of these forms of mechanical 
energy is decreasing, because the leg, which is short- 
ening while pressing on the ground, is acting as a bake. 
Between stages b and c, however, the center of mass is 
speeding up and rising; the total of kinetic and gravita- 
tional potential energy is increasing, because the leg, 
which is extending while pressing on the ground, is 
doing work. Suppose that the mechanical energy re- 
moved in the braking phase were degraded to heat, as 
in the brakes of a vehicle. Then the work required to 
replace it in the second phase would have to be supplied 
entirely by metabolic activity in the muscles. The met- 

ilholicsner~ ~ ~ i F e ~ ~ t t t a k c t ;  takingim 
account the known efficiency of muscle (Cavagna and 
Kanebo 1977); it is 1.8 times the actual energy con- 
sumption shown in Figure 5 forslow running, and 3.0 
times the actual consumption for fast running. 

The reason that running is so much more efficient 
than might be ekpected seems to be that much of the 
energy is not in fact degraded to heat. Some of it is con- 
verted to elastic-strain energy, which is stored up be- 
tween stages a and b and released again in an elastic re- 
coil between stages b and c. The mechanism is like that 
of a bouncing ball, which converts kinetic energy to 
elastic-strain energy as i t  deforms on hitting the ground. 
and which then makes the reveme conversion as it re- 
coils and leaves the ground again (Margaria 1976). 

Two different tissues have been suggested as the 
springs that store the strain energy: the leg muscles 
themselves and the tendons that connect them to the 
bones. When a muscle is stretched, its tendon is also' 



stretched by the same force; but which is the more im- 
portant energy store? 

Whichever stretches more will store more elastic- 
strain energy. Active muscle fibers can bestretched by 
no more than about 3% of their length before they 
"~ive," degrading any further work done on them to 
heat (Flitney and Hirst 1978). Tendons can be stretched 
6% before breaking but are probably not stretched quite 
so much in normal use. In cases in which muscle fibers 
are much longer than their tendon (see Fig. 8), most of 
the elastic-strain energy will be stored in the muscle fi- 
bers. If the musde fibers are much shorter than the 
tendon, most of the elastic-strain energy will be stored 
in the tendon (Alexander and Bennet-Clark 1977). 

Whether it is tendon or muscle that is more im- 
portant in storing elastic-strain energy can be deter- 
mined by examining the mwles principally involved 
at the appropriate stage of the running stride. To save 
energy in the manner suggested. a muscle and its tendon 
must be stretched between stages a and b of running and 
must then shorten by elastic recoil between stages b and 
c. The'most important of the leg muscles that are active 
during these stages. while the foot is on the ground, are 
the extensor muscles of the hip, knee, and ankle. 

The principal extensor muscles of the hip, which 
run along the backs of the thighs, shorten progressively 
in stages a through c and therefore cannot serve usefully 
as springs (Brandell 1973); these muscles have relatively 
short tendons. The extensor muscles of the knee, which 
are in the front of the thigh, and of the ankle, which are 
in the calf, lengthen and then shorten as required, and 
they probably do serve as springs. Both have long ten- 
dons and short musde fibers, the extensor mwles of the 
ankle having a particularly large tendon, the Achilles 
tendon, which connects them to the heel. Therefore, it 
is probable that in running most of the elastic-strain 
energy is stored in the tendons. 

The suggestion that tendons serve as springs may 
seem surprising. However, tendon can do so because, 
although it cannot be stretched much, it is very strong 
and can store a great deal of elastic-strain energy. Very 
large forces art on tendons; in running, for example, 
there would be about a 400-kg force acting on the 
Achiies tendon of an averagesized man (Alexander and 
Vernon 1975). Tendon has excellent elastic properties; 
tests on sheep showed that tendon can return in an 
elastic m i l  93% of the energy that had previously been 
used to stretch it (Ker 1981). 

The properties of tendon are more or less the same 
in all mammals, but the legs of hoofed mammals such as 
sheep or horses are much more specialized than those 
of humans to take advantage of tendon elasticity. Some 
of the principal muscles in the lower parts of their legs 
have very long tendons and exceedingly short muscle 
fibers; consequently, they make good springs but have 
very little capacity for active shortening. In the extreme 
case of the camel, the muscle fibers have almost disap- 
peared from several importarit muscles, leaving long 
tendons running virtually uninterrupted between their 
attachments to the bones. 

This peculiarity of the camel made it particularly 
suitable for experiments designed to discover the rela- 
tive importance of different tendons as elastic energy 
stores (Alexander et al. 1982). Itwas found that the most 
important tendons are in the parts of the legs marked by 

Figure 8. In contnrl to muscles having rclrtivcly short tendons 
(top), muscles that have long tendons (bottom) are specialty 
adapted to rtorr elastic-strain energy in m n n i n ~ .  

arrows in Figute 9. These parts correspond to the soles 
of the feet and the palms of the hands in humans. People 
have strong tendons and ligaments in the soles of the 
feet, and these, along with the Achilles tendon, may 
serve as important stores of elastic-strain energy. 

Other mammals and mathematical 
models 
This article has been concerned primarily with humans, 
but, as has been implied, the same biomechanical prin- 
ciples apply also to four-legged mammals, such as horses 
or camels; indeed, they apply to other mammals of at 
least the range of sues from cats to elephants. Most 
mammals in this range move on fairly straight legs, as 
people also do. Smaller mammals such as mice run in o 
much more crouched position, on strongly bent legs 
(Jenkins 1971). Also, the very small mammals seem 
generally to have relatively thick tendons, which stretch 
so little in running that they savevery little energy by 
elastic storage. . 

Most mammals the size of cats and larger walk and 
run using the same mechanical principles as in the cor- 
responding human gaits. A cat or a horse walking is es- 
sentially similar to two people walking one behind the 
other. A quadrupedal mammal trotting is like two people 

Flgurt 9. The muscles in the lower portions of r camel's legs art 
composrd almost entirely of tendon, an adaptation for cncrgy- 
efficient running. The arrows show the positions of the tendons 
that are most importan1 as r lora  of elastic energy* 



l ' . '  a rtnniing one behind the other. It is only in the gallop, 
the gait used at the highest speeds, that quadxupeds do 
anything fundamentally different from people. Gal- 
loping involves bending movements of the back, so that 
the back muscles as well as the leg muscles contribute 
to the power required. 

Mice do not seem to walk and elephants do not 
!lop, but most quadrupedal mammals, in the size range 

E m  cuts to rhinmroses, use three principal p i t s  they 
walk at low speeds, trot at intermediate speeds, and 
gallop at high speeds. The speeds at which they change 
gaits depend on their sizes; a dog may have to gallop to 
keep up with a trotting home. 

The simple mathematical model of walking pre- 
sented at the beginning of this article suggests that an- 
imals should change gaits at speeds proportional to the 
square roots of their leg lengths. A more general argu- 
ment based on the theory of physical similarity suggests 
the same (Alexander and Jayes 1983). Mammals from the 
size of cab upward behave very much as the theoretical 
arguments suggest. For example, camels' legs are about 
nine times as long as cats' legs, and camels change gaits 
at about three times the speeds of the corresponding 
changes for cats. It must be emphasized that these are 
speeds of gait changes, not top speeds. Camels seem to 
be faster than cats, but they are not three times as fast. 

Many recent investigators have used mathematical 
models to study human movement in subjects ranging 
from champion athletes to patients in need of replace- 
ment joints. In many cases, these mathematical models 
represent the human body in quite elaborate detail, 
taking account of the dimensions and masses of the 
various segments of the body, the lever arms of muscles, 
and so on. Such models are simplified representations 
of the human body but are nevertheless complicated. 

In contrast, the models described ih this paper have 
been simplified to the bare essentials: the mass of the 
body and the length of the legs were the only anatomical 
data required, except in the discussion of tendon elas- 
ticity. The danger of such an approach is that the models 
may not behave like their complicated counterparts in 
the real world, but this danger can be reduced if care is 
taken to check the effects of each simplifying assump- 
tion. The advantage of such an approach is its power to 
reveal basic principles that do not depend on the fine 
detaibof body structure. Indeed, the prinaples that have 
emerged apply not only to humans, but to large mam- 
mals in general. 

These mathematical models and the other investi- 
gations described in this article all lead to a single con- 
clusion: legs and leg movements are subtly adapted to 
minimize the energy costs of locomotion. If such studies 
improve our appreciation and understanding of human 
and animal movement, that in itself is worthwhile. If 
they are also useful to orthopedic surgeons, veterinari- 
ans, athletia coaches, and others concerned with human 
and animal movement, that is a bonus. 
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